Rapid estimation of catalyst nanoparticle morphology and atomic-coordination by high-resolution Z-contrast electron microscopy.
Heterogeneous nanoparticle catalyst development relies on an understanding of their structure-property relationships, ideally at atomic resolution and in three-dimensions. Current transmission electron microscopy techniques such as discrete tomography can provide this but require multiple images of each nanoparticle and are incompatible with samples that change under electron irradiation or with surveying large numbers of particles to gain significant statistics. Here, we make use of recent advances in quantitative dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy to count the number atoms in each atomic column of a single image from a platinum nanoparticle. These atom-counts, along with the prior knowledge of the face-centered cubic geometry, are used to create atomistic models. An energy minimization is then used to relax the nanoparticle's 3D structure. This rapid approach enables high-throughput statistical studies or the analysis of dynamic processes such as facet-restructuring or particle damage.